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Abstract

We estimate an aggregate elasticity of substitution between capital and labor
near or below one, which implies that capital deepening cannot explain the global
decline in labor’s share. Our methodology derives from transition paths in the
neo-classical growth model. The elasticity of substitution is identified from the
cross-country correlation between trends in the labor share and a theoretically
derived proxy for the rental rate of capital. Trends in labor’s share and the rental
rate are weakly correlated across countries, and inversely related in most samples.
Previous cross-country estimates of this elasticity were substantially greater than
one, which we show was largely due to omitted variable bias: earlier studies used
investment prices alone to proxy for the rental rate, whereas the growth model
relates rental rates to investment prices and consumption growth.
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1 Introduction

Historically, Kaldor’s stylized facts have supported a unitary elasticity of substitution

between capital and labor due to the near constancy of labor’s share of income (Kaldor

(1957)). As documented by Karabarbounis and Neiman (2014), this near constancy is no

more – labor’s share has declined globally since the 1980s. This downward trend, which

has occurred alongside rising income and wealth inequality (Piketty (2014), Piketty and

Zucman (2014)), has renewed macroeconomists’ interest in estimating the aggregate

elasticity of substitution between capital and labor (henceforth referenced as σ ≥ 0).

This parameter is pivotal: if it is smaller (greater) than 1 then anything that causes an

increase in the effective capital-labor ratio will increase (reduce) labor’s share.1 Specif-

ically, if it is significantly larger than 1, then the global decline in labor’s share can be

explained by rising effective capital-labor ratios through physical investment in response

to the fall in investment prices observed over the same time period. Using a large cross

section of countries, we estimate that σ ≤ 1 and conclude that capital deepening cannot

account for the global decline in labor’s share.

We identify σ from the capital demand function of a profit-maximizing firm in the

neo-classical growth model. This demand function implies that a 1% fall in the rental

rate of capital should reduce labor’s share of income by (σ − 1)%. The idea of the

cross-country estimation strategy is to correlate country-specific trends in rental rates

and labor’s share to estimate σ. Unfortunately, rental rates are not readily available

for a large cross section of countries, so we use the inter-temporal Euler equation for

investment to find a proxy. This condition implies that the rental rate depends on

the relative price of investment goods, as well as a transitional term that reflects the

gradual rise in consumption in response to lower investment prices. We estimate σ from

various data sources, cross-sectional samples of countries, and statistical models. Our

estimates are typically smaller than one (although statistically indistinguishable). The

average point estimate from our baseline specification is σ̂ = 0.973, which implies that

the global decline in investment prices should have increased labor’s share slightly.

Our results contrast sharply with two recent studies by Karabarbounis and Neiman

(2014) (henceforth KN) and the International Monetary Fund World Economic Outlook

(2017) (henceforth IMF). These studies also estimate σ from cross-country correlations

between trends in labor’s share and investment prices, but omit consumption growth

1The effective capital-labor ratio is defined as the efficiency-adjusted capital stock divided by the
efficiency-adjusted input of labor.
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and assume that trends in the rental rate are identical to trends in investment prices.2

For example, KN estimate σ ≈ 1.26 and conclude that (effective) capital deepening due

to falling investment prices can account for half of the global decline in labor’s share.

Similarly, the IMF estimates that developed countries have an elasticity greater than

one (although they do estimate that emerging-market countries have an elasticity less

than one). We provide a full account of why our estimates differ from these studies in

Section 6.

Our chief conceptual innovation relative to the KN/IMF studies is to proxy for

rental rates using their theoretical relationship with investment prices and consumption

rather than investment prices alone. While investment prices are a valid proxy for

rental rates in a steady state (i.e., after investment prices have been constant for a long

time), the data are clearly inconsistent with such an assumption: both consumption and

investment prices exhibit trends that are significantly different from zero on average and

vary substantially across countries. Our rental-rate proxy, which includes a transitional

term reflecting consumption growth, nests the KN/IMF proxies if countries are always

in a steady-state, but is also valid along transitions between steady states or growth

paths. We show, both theoretically and empirically, that omitting the transitional term

can substantially bias estimates of σ away from one.3 Using our proxy for the rental rate

reduces the absolute effect of investment prices on labor’s share of income, as mediated

by rental rates, by more than 50% in all cases and often reduces the effect to zero, both

in terms of statistical significance and economic magnitude.

We differ from KN in two more dimensions. First, we estimate σ from a larger cross

section of countries than KN. We include countries with at least ten years of data on

investment prices and labor’s share, whereas KN exclude those with less than fifteen

years. We prefer this more inclusive cutoff because it substantially increases our sample

size, which allows us to split the sample by development status to test for heterogeneity

in σ. As we show in Sections 5.4 and 6.1, our sample yields estimates that are consistent

with most other samples. Second, they use a robust regression procedure to estimate σ,

whereas we employ linear instrumental variables. We prefer the IV estimator because

KN’s robust regression has lower statistical efficiency, opaquely weights (and in some

cases drops) countries, and introduces a free tuning parameter. Furthermore, the IV

2At least one earlier study estimates σ from cross-country data and finds a similar result to ours.
Backus, Henriksen and Storesletten (2008) use cross-country variation in corporate tax rates and capital-
output ratios to estimate σ ≈ 1. Their conclusion, which our estimates reaffirm, is that cross-country
variation in corporate tax rates cannot account for the variation in capital accumulation across countries.

3The bias is upward (downward) if the true value of σ is greater (smaller) than one.
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estimator provides well known formulae for omitted variable and attenuation biases,

which are useful for understanding our results, but invalid under robust regression. As

explained above, our theoretically consistent proxy for rental rates reduces the effect of

investment prices on the labor share by over 50%, while the IV estimator further reduces

the effect to essentially zero, independent of sample.

Section 2.1 provides a theoretical basis for our rental rate proxy and the omitted

variable bias from excluding it, but a simple example provides intuition. Suppose that

σ is slightly above one and the relative price of investment follows a path of geometric

decline, eventually falling by 10% (i.e., the investment price falls by half of the remain-

ing distance each year).4 Households choose a smooth path of consumption to the new

steady state, along which consumption growth is declining, which causes rental rates to

transition slower than investment prices. The path of consumption implies a slow rise

in the investment rate and a gradual increase in the stock of capital. An econometri-

cian whose data start late in the transition will observe an essentially flat path for the

investment price but a downward trend in labor’s share. If the econometrician ignores

the trend in consumption growth, they will underestimate the decline in rental rates and

erroneously infer a large value of σ.5

The above intuition aligns with our empirical results. Estimates of σ from our base-

line sample of countries are below one and shrink when we omit the transitional term. In

samples for which σ̂ > 1, omitting the transitional term leads to larger point estimates,

and the opposite holds for samples in which σ̂ < 1. This is true across specifications,

estimators, and samples. In short, cross-country data exhibit a weak correlation between

labor’s share and rental rates (once consistently proxied), which implies that σ is near

one.

Our proxy overcomes the omitted variable bias discussed above, but may introduce

additional measurement error since it requires new data on consumption, and requires

us to specify a utility function. We address this concern in two ways. First, we use

investment prices as an instrument for our rental rate proxy. As long as the additional

measurement error in our proxy is independent from the measurement error in invest-

ment prices, this cleanses our estimates of any extra attenuation bias relative to using

investment prices alone. Second, we estimate the elasticity of substitution from subsam-

ples with higher-quality time series data, such as developed countries or members of the

4This logic works symmetrically and introduces downward bias if σ is below one.
5There will be some degree of omitted variable bias unless the data happen to contain the entirety

of every country’s transition path.
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Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD). We expect such

countries to have less measurement error in investment prices in the first place, as well

as better consumption data. Reassuringly, we estimate elasticities for these countries

that do not differ significantly from our pooled estimates.6

The cross-country approach we employ is one of three empirical strategies used to

identify the aggregate elasticity of substitution. One alternative, pursued by Antràs

(2004), uses aggregate time series variation in the United States and estimates σ ≤ 1,

but requires imputation of effective capital to labor ratios in the presence of factor-

augmenting technological growth. There is also a large literature on estimating the

elasticity of substitution from micro data. A particularly relevant example is Oberfield

and Raval (2014), who estimate these micro elasticities and aggregate them to compute

a σ substantially below one in the United States.7 This approach is the most precise,

but also requires high-quality micro data that are unavailable in many countries. The

benefit of the cross-country approach is that it requires only aggregate data on quantity

flows and relative prices, but has thus far yielded substantially higher estimates of σ than

the other two strategies. Our estimates effectively reconcile the cross-country approach

with the other two, while retaining its broad applicability.

Although our estimates of σ indicate that capital deepening has not caused the global

decline in labor’s share, the fact that it has fallen so broadly warrants an explanation.8

Our estimates lend support for explanations that do not require strong capital-labor

substitutability to generate a decline in labor’s share. Some examples include Autor

et al. (2017) and Kehrig and Vincent (2017), who document that labor’s share has fallen

along with a rise in product-market concentration; Elsby, Hobijn and Şahin (2013), who

estimate a strong correlation between industry-level trends in labor share and import

competition; Grossman et al. (2017), who build an endogenous growth model with hu-

man capital in which labor’s share falls due to slower productivity growth; and Glover

6We also emphasize that most of our point estimates are slightly below one. If we could fully eliminate
all measurement error, then we would expect most estimates to fall further below one and therefore
strengthen our substantive conclusion.

7Chirinko (2008) and León-Ledesma, McAdam and Willman (2010) provide surveys of the literature
on estimating the elasticity of substitution. The majority of estimates are below one.

8While some of the decline may be due to mis-measurement or statistical imputation (see Rognlie
(2015) for a discussion of housing’s effect on capital’s share; Bridgman (2014) on the importance of
measuring depreciation and production taxes; Elsby, Hobijn and Şahin (2013) for a discussion of al-
locating proprietor’s income between factors; and Koh, Santaeulàlia-Llopis and Zheng (2016) on how
changing treatment of income from intellectual property affected labor’s share in the U.S.), we expect
these measurement issues to be alleviated by studying labor’s share of the corporate sector wherever
possible and using a broad cross section of countries at different points in development.
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and Short (2018), who estimate that an aging workforce reduces labor’s share at the

industry level.

We proceed by outlining the structural theory that relates labor’s share to investment

prices and show the economic importance of σ ≈ 1 in that framework. We derive the

appropriate reduced form model to estimate σ, then present our estimates, perform

robustness tests, discuss previous estimates, and conclude.

2 Labor’s Share in Theory

Our framework to estimate σ is based on transition paths in the neo-classical growth

model. The relative price of investment goods in country i follows an exogenous and

deterministic path to a new steady state, P i. Starting at an initial P i
0, which may or

may not be a steady state, the path is written as:

logP i
t = logP i + log ξit, (1)

where P i is the eventual steady state investment price and log ξit is a sequence that tends

to zero (i.e., log ξit describes the transition path of investment prices). We think of the

data as representing, for each country, a snapshot of such a transition path.

We assume that goods and factor markets are competitive.9 Each country is popu-

lated by a large number of identical households, each of which supplies one unit of labor

inelastically and chooses sequences of consumption ct, bonds bt, and investment xt to

solve the problem:

max
(ct,nt,xt,kt+1,bt+1)∞t=0

∞∑
t=0

βt
c1−θt − 1

1− θ
(2)

subject to:

ct + P i
txt +Qi

tbt+1 = Ri
tkt +W i

t + bt (3)

kt+1 = (1− δ)kt + xt (4)

k0, b0 given. (5)

9Allowing for goods market markups is straightforward in theory, but introduces capital’s share
and profit’s share of income as distinct variables. These cannot be separated in the data, so require
imputation. In Appendix 1, we estimate σ using an imputation procedure suggested by KN. The
estimates are similar to our baseline under perfect competition, but are subject to (potentially large)
measurement error.
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We denote the price of a risk-free bond as Qi
t, the real wage by W i

t , and the rental

rate for capital by Rt. We are intentionally agnostic about the determination of Qi
t and

P i
t . For Qi

t, our estimation approach remains valid whether the bond market is closed

and Qi
t is determined in equilibrium or each country is a small open economy and takes

Qi
t exogenously. Likewise, it does not matter if the price of investment goods changes

because each country experiences idiosyncratic shocks to the production technology for

investment goods or if they face exogenous changes in the price of investment goods on

the international market.

We will make use of the inter-temporal Euler equations

1

Qi
t

=
Ri
t+1 + (1− δ)P i

t+1

P i
t

, (6)

1

Qi
t

= β−1
(
cit+1

cit

)θ
. (7)

The first is a no-arbitrage condition between the gross rates of return on bonds and

investment and the second relates growth in marginal utility to the return on bonds.

Combining these two equations yields a relationship between the rental rate, investment

prices, and growth in the marginal utility of consumption:

Ri
t+1 = P i

t+1

[
β−1
(
cit+1

cit

)θ
P i
t

P i
t+1

+ δ − 1

]
. (8)

A representative firm rents capital and hires labor to produce consumption goods

using a constant returns to scale production function, which we assume has a constant

elasticity of substitution

Y i
t =

[
αik
(
AitK

i
t

)σ−1
σ + (1− αik)

(
Bi
tN

i
t

)σ−1
σ

] σ
σ−1

, (9)

where σ is the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor and is the parameter

of interest in this paper, as it determines the effect of investment prices on factor shares.

The firm’s capital demand equation is the basis for our empirical model and is given by:

Ri
t = αik(A

i
t)

σ
σ−1

(
Y i
t

Ki
t

) 1
σ

. (10)

Denoting labor’s share of income as sit ≡ 1− RtKt
Yt

, the theoretical relationship between
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rental rates and labor’s share can now be written as:

1− sit = (αik)
σ

(
Ait
Ri
t

)σ−1
. (11)

All else being equal, a rise in the rental rate of capital will cause labor’s share to rise

(fall) when σ is greater (smaller) than one. If we had data on the rental rate, Ri
t, then

we could use Equation 11 to estimate σ. These data are not readily available, however,

so we use Equation 8 to proxy for the rental rate. Combining Equations 8 and 11, we

relate labor’s share to investment prices and consumption:

∆ log(1− sit) = (σ − 1)

[
∆ logAit −∆ logP i

t −∆ log ζ it

]
, (12)

where ζ it is the transitional term:

ζ it = β−1
(
cit+1

cit

)θP i
t−1

P i
t

+ δ − 1. (13)

Finally, we express the left-hand side in terms of labor’s share rather than capital’s

share:10

∆ log(1− sit) ≈ −
si

1− si
∆ log sit, (14)

where xi is the average of variable x for country i over the years for which it is observed.

This gives Equation 15, which will be the theoretical basis for our baseline estimating

equation in Section 5.

si

1− si
∆ log sit = (1− σ)

[
∆ logAit −∆ logP i

t −∆ log ζ it

]
. (15)

2.1 Bias From Omitting the Transitional Term

We now explain how omitting the transitional term theoretically biases estimates away

from one in the growth model. This is because both the transitional term and labor’s

share change more gradually than investment prices. The transitional term falls as

investment prices decline, but does so slowly because households smooth consumption.

Labor’s share changes more slowly than investment prices because it requires the capital-

10This approximation is expositional, so that we reference correlations with labor’s share rather than
capital’s share. We estimate similar σ̂ without the approximation.
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labor ratio to rise, which takes time because capital is a stock variable. In Section 5, we

show that this is relevant for our empirical estimate of σ.

We think of country i’s path beginning from arbitrary values of K0 and P0 as the

economy converges to a new steady state in response to a fall in the price of investment

goods. We assume inelastic labor supply and close the model from Section 2 with an

aggregate feasibility constraint and time series for investment prices, which requires that

we add the following equations:11

Ci
t + P i

tX
i
t = Y i

t , (16)

logP i
t = logP i

t−1 + log ξit, (17)

log ξit = ρ log ξit−1 + (1− ρ)∆ξ. (18)

Equation 18 specifies the transition path of investment prices, which slowly change by

100∆ξ%.

We assume that the intertemporal elasticity of consumption is one. All other pa-

rameter values are listed in Table 1. The most important is σ, which we assume to be

slightly above one at σ = 1.01. We then check whether estimates σ̂ from two specifi-

cations of Equation 15 (with ζ included and omitted) can accurately recover σ. We do

this by varying our first data point, t0 ∈ {3, ...10}, and then estimating σ using 20 years

of the transition path.12

We begin by plotting time series of the log investment price, log capital’s share, log

consumption, and log ζ in order to provide intuition for how investment prices and ζ

are predicted to covary along the transition path. These series are found in Figure 1.

The investment price falls substantially early on and is then quite flat, while capital’s

share rises more gradually since the capital labor ratio only rises through accumulated

investment. Early on, this leads to a decline in consumption, quickly followed by a grad-

ual rise to a new, higher steady state. Along this path, the growth rate of consumption

is declining, which leads ζ to decline as well. Clearly, if an econometrician correlates

trends in capital’s share and investment prices and their time series begin after the first

few years, then they compare an extremely slow decline in investment prices (nearly

flat) to a positive trend in capital’s share. They would therefore infer a large value of

σ rather than the value of 1.01 used to generate the series. If they include the trend in

11This is equivalent to a two-sector model with a linear technology that transforms consumption
goods into investment goods.

12We consider σ = 1.01 because previous cross-country estimates have omitted βiζ and found elastic-
ities greater than one. The bias would be downward if we set σ < 1.
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ζ, however, then they will realize why capital’s share continues to rise after investment

prices flatten out – it is mirrored by a gradual fall in ζ.

We quantify this intuition by calculating the elasticities directly under the fully

specified model (assuming we know the utility function and parameter values) and then

under the misspecified model with ζ omitted. We calculate σ using the same procedure

from the model: we first estimate the growth rates of each variable from log xt = β0 +

βxt + ηxt and then use these growth rates, βx, to calculate σ. We define the elasticities

calculated from the exact and omitted models as:

σ̂e = 1− β1−s
/[

βP + βζ

]
, (19)

σ̂o = 1− β1−s
βP

. (20)

The bias is plotted in Figure 2, measured as 100
(
σ̂i−σ
σ

)
. The magnitude of this

upward bias depends on the observed speed at which investment prices decline relative

to the speed at which capital’s share rises, which depends on the window of transition

captured in the data. If most of the transition is observed or the path of investment

prices is very gradual, then the upward bias is small (corresponding to an early start

date in Figure 2). If observation begins late in the transition or if the investment price

falls rapidly once and for all, then the bias can be extreme (corresponding to a late start

date in Figure 2). As expected, σ̂e is near σ = 1.01 no matter when the data begin (the

flat line in Figure 2).

The above analysis proves that estimates of σ will be biased away from one if the

transitional term is omitted, but the magnitude of this bias is an empirical question. We

answer this question beginning in Section 4, but first show how much global investment

price trends affect the global labor share of income using our eventual point estimates.

3 Economic Importance of σ ≈ 1

Our estimates of σ are often statistically indistinguishable from one and our baseline

estimates are below one on average, but it is useful to quantify the economic importance

of σ slightly above one, which is consistent with the upper bound of our confidence

intervals. Figure 3 plots the series for global labor’s share and investment prices against

predicted labor’s share for σ = 0.973 and σ = 1.027. These predicted series correspond

to the average of our baseline point estimates and the average of the upper bound of the
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95% confidence intervals for those estimates. Table 2 contains the cumulative change

in predicted global labor’s share for each of these elasticities. Specifically, we predict

changes in labor share at the country level using the estimated elasticity and the country

specific trends in investment prices and ζ. Predicted labor share series for each country

is constructed from the initial labor share and the cumulative changes. Lastly, predicted

global labor share is the gross domestic product (GDP)-weighted average of the country

predicted labor share series. For each σ, the predicted change in labor’s share is small

due to the elasticities being near one.

Whether a large share of the global decline in labor’s share can be explained by

capital deepening due to declining investment prices therefore rests on whether σ is

substantially greater than one. We now estimate σ using various series, samples, and

empirical models. The overwhelming majority of estimates indicate that σ is near one

and, if anything, smaller.

4 Data

Our source data is an unbalanced panel containing 104 countries with data available for

at least some years between 1975 and 2010. The panel includes data on labor’s share and

investment prices, which were compiled by KN, and to which we have added aggregate

consumption. The labor’s share data are compiled from country-specific sources, as well

as series available online from the OECD and the United Nations (UN).13 The measure

of labor’s share includes total remuneration, in cash and in kind, payable by enterprises

to employees in return for work done by the latter during the accounting period (annual).

We will focus on medium- to long-run trends, rather than estimate σ from year-to-year

variation.14 We first obtain measures, for each country, of the medium- to long-run

trends in the time series of each variable (we refer to this as the “first step”). We

include countries with at least Tmin years of data in this first step, where Tmin = 10

for our preferred estimates and we vary Tmin for robustness and comparison to KN (see

Table 3 for a list of countries included in the first step for different values of Tmin). We

then estimate σ in Equation 15 from the cross section of trends constructed in the first

step (we refer to this as the “second step”).

13We refer the reader to KN for further details on the construction of the labor share and investment
price data.

14Our data construction and focus on medium- to long-run trends are shared by KN and the IMF.
For all samples and specifications, point estimates using year-to-year changes are consistently near one
and never statistically different.
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4.1 Description of Variables

We first describe the series for the first step and then describe the measure of the long-

run trends used in the second step. For the first step, we need time series for the relative

price of investment goods, labor’s share, and consumption for each country.

For the relative price of investment goods, we present results from two publicly

available series: the Penn World Table (PWT) and the World Bank’s World Develop-

ment Indicators (WDI). For labor’s share of income we consider a hybrid measure that

uses corporate-sector labor’s share whenever available and an economy-wide measure

of labor’s share when corporate data are missing.15 The measure of labor’s share uses

corporate labor’s share when available because it is cleaner: it avoids the difficulty of

allocating proprietor’s income between labor and capital. The hybrid series is our base-

line in order to maximize sample size in the second step, although we get similar results

using only corporate labor’s share, as seen in Table 10.

To construct the transitional term, we use real per-capita consumption from the

PWT. Our baseline estimates use log utility, so that θ = 1, and we set δ = 0.10 and

β = 0.91, although we have verified that our estimates are robust to these values.16

For country-year observations where consumption growth is sufficiently small, ζ it mea-

sured by Equation 13 may be negative and log ζ it undefined. Country-year observations

for which log ζ it is undefined are dropped (this typically amounts to fewer than 2% of

country-year observations, as reported in Table 4). Since we must drop a small share of

country-years for which ζ it is undefined, we also report estimates using the ex-post real

interest rate as a proxy for β−1
(
ct+1

ct

)θ
. Data on the real interest rate come from the

World Bank’s WDI, and is measured as the deposit rate less the growth rate of the GDP

deflator.17 The real interest rate has the advantage of being independent of preference

parameters, θ and β, but interest rates are not available for all countries in our sample.

In the first step of estimation, we extract the long-run trend for each time series xit

15The labor’s share series include time series constructed from country-specific sources, as well as
series from OECD and UN data sets. We will present estimates using each labor’s share series, as well
as the unadjusted OECD/UN measures.

16We have also estimated the model with different values of θ and obtained similar results. Especially
interesting is the case when θ = 0, so that βiζ = 0 for all countries, and investment price trends alone
proxy for rental rates. Even this specification yields an estimate of σ near one for many samples and
estimators (see Table 15, columns “Tmin = 10” and “Tmin = 20”).

17Estimates are robust to using lending rates and consumer price index (CPI) growth.
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described above, for each country i, by estimating βix via ordinary least squares (OLS):

log xit = aix + βixt+ ηix,t. (21)

We then have a triplet of these coefficients, (βis, β
i
P , β

i
ζ), for each country, which represent

annual growth trends in each variable.18

In Table 5, we present summary statistics for trends in investment prices, the tran-

sitional term ζ, the resulting rental rate proxy, and the predicted rental rates from the

first stage of our instrumental variable (IV) regression. On average, the trends in each

price series and transitional term are negative, but there is substantial heterogeneity.

We emphasize two patterns. First, the rental rate is substantially more volatile than

investment prices alone, even after we cleanse it of extra measurement error by pro-

jecting it onto investment prices. Second, the correlation of prices (and therefore our

cleansed rental rate proxy) with trends in the labor share is near zero for both series,

though slightly negative for this sample. Taken together, these two moments explain

why we find an elasticity of substitution (slightly) below one and why omitted variable

bias generates estimates further from one when investment prices alone proxy for rental

rates.

4.2 Sample Selection

Sample selection poses a tradeoff between time series length in the first step and cross-

sectional sample size in the second step. The threshold for a country’s inclusion in the

second step is the length of its investment price and labor’s share time series, Tmin. On

the one hand, we want enough years of data to calculate long-run trends. On the other

hand, we want as many countries in the second step as possible, so we do not want to

set Tmin too high.19 Our preferred threshold drops countries with fewer than 10 years

of labor share and investment price data, which leaves us with 77 − 86 countries for

estimating Equation 15, depending on which labor’s share and investment price series

we use.

18We refer to these estimates as βix rather than β̂ix to save notation.
19Setting Tmin low also introduces more emerging-markets countries for which data may be poor and

therefore attenuate estimates of σ. We address this concern by estimating σ separately for developed
and emerging-market economies and by considering a broad range of Tmin for robustness.
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5 Estimation Results

In order to derive an empirical regression model, we assume that Ait consists of a world-

wide trend, γ, and a country-specific trend, εi:

logAit =
1

1− σ

(
γt+ εit

)
. (22)

The reduced-form regression equation corresponding to Equation 15 is given by:

si

1− si
βis = γ + (σ − 1)

(
βiP + βiζ

)
+ εi. (23)

We assume that country-specific trends in capital-augmenting productivity (εi) are

uncorrelated with average investment price growth and estimate Equation 23 by in-

strumenting the sum βiP + βiζ with βiP . This approach ensures that we identify σ from

cross-sectional variation in rental rates induced by variation in investment price trends,

while also correcting for measurement error introduced by βiζ . Our baseline regressions

have strong instruments, with a minimal first-stage F statistic of 41.1.

Table 6 reports our estimates for each combination of labor’s share and investment

price series. The point estimates of σ are typically below one and the average across

data sets is σ̂ = 0.973. All point estimates are near and statistically indistinguishable

from one; capital deepening due to declining investment prices cannot account for the

global decline in labor’s share.

5.1 Bias From Omitting βiζ

We have discussed the importance of transitional dynamics (i.e., βiζ) for consistently

estimating σ in Section 2.1, which can be understood empirically as a form of omitted

variable bias. The relationship between the point estimate when βiζ is omitted, σ̂OM ,

and the true elasticity, σ, is given by20

σ̂OM − 1 =
(
σ − 1

)V (βiP ) + CV (βiP , β
i
ζ)

V (βiP )
. (24)

This equation shows that the overall effect of a declining rental rate on labor’s share,

σ − 1, is biased away from the true effect by a scaling factor greater than one as long

20The formula in Equation 24 is exact for the OLS estimator, but qualitatively useful for our IV
estimates, which we prefer because of measurement error in βiζ .
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as investment prices and the transitional term are positively correlated. In our baseline

sample using the PWT investment price series, the cross-sectional variance of βiP is 5.7%

and the covariance between βiP and βiζ is 4.6%, which generates a scaling factor of 1.8

(i.e., σ̂OM − 1 is biased away from σ − 1 by 81%).

Table 7 shows that omitting βiζ generates smaller σ̂ for each data set, except for the

KN-WDI data when σ̂ = σ̂OM = 1.000. For each series, βiζ and βiP are positively

correlated. Therefore, if σ is slightly below one in reality, as suggested by our IV

estimates, then omitting βiζ introduces downward bias in σ̂. On the other hand, if

σ > 1, as estimated in previous studies, then omitting βiζ introduces upward bias.

5.2 Measurement Error

We are concerned with measurement error, which would bias our estimates of σ towards

one. The main issue is that our rental rate proxy includes the transitional term ζ, which

is measured with error above and beyond investment prices themselves. This motivated

our use of investment price trends as instruments for our rental rate proxy in order to

cleanse our proxy from any additional measurement error introduced by ζ. To see this

point, let ψiP be the measurement error in βiP and ψiζ be the measurement error in βiζ .

Then the IV estimate, σ̂IV , is given by

σ̂IV − 1 = (σ − 1)
cov(βiP + βiζ , β

i
P )

cov(βiP + βiζ , β
i
P ) + var(ψiP ) + cov(ψiP , ψ

i
ζ)
. (25)

We have no reason to expect the measurement errors in βiP and βiζ to be correlated, so

the IV estimator is attenuated towards zero only through variation in investment prices.

That is, including ζ in our proxy for rental rates and instrumenting with investment

price trends introduces no additional attenuation relative to investment prices alone,

while overcoming the omitted variable bias from excluding it.

While we cannot quantify how much measurement error is left in investment price

trends, we now show that our point estimates are similar across subsamples with lower-

and higher-quality data. From this we conclude that measurement error in investment

price trends is either small, or that it is constant across countries that differ dramatically

from one another. We first estimate σ for developed/OECD countries separately from

emerging markets/non-OECD countries. Table 8 presents estimates of σ for developed

and developing countries separately. Developed countries have a slightly higher point

estimate on average, but neither elasticity is significantly different from one. Table 9
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shows the same pattern for OECD and non-OECD countries. We therefore find no

evidence that σ varies significantly by development status or data quality.

This slice of the data is interesting beyond our check for measurement error, because

the elasticity of substitution may depend directly on a country’s development level. For

example, the elasticity may change as a country becomes more developed and adopts

new technologies. Whether the elasticity rises or falls with development is an open

question and there is conflicting evidence regarding the effect of development on σ.

Oberfield and Raval (2014) estimate a higher elasticity for India than for the United

States, while the IMF estimates a higher elasticity for developed than for emerging-

markets countries.21 Our estimates indicate that developed countries have an elasticity

indistinguishable from one and that developing countries may have a somewhat lower

elasticity, though the differences are small and statistically insignificant.

In summary, we have used an IV estimator to alleviate concerns of additional mea-

surement error from βiζ . Investment price trends may still cause attenuation, but what-

ever is there must not vary substantially across countries with differing data quality. We

therefore think our point estimates of an elasticity slightly below one are compelling,

although emphasize that further eliminating measurement error would push most of our

estimates further below one. This strengthens our conclusion that declining investment

prices have not driven the global decline in labor’s share.

5.3 Capital-Augmenting Technology and Investment Prices

A remaining source of bias in σ̂ is the possibility of correlation between capital-augmenting

technological growth and investment prices (i.e., εi and βiP ). If capital-augmenting tech-

nology growth is negatively correlated with investment price trends, then our point

estimates will be biased away from one. Since we have estimated σ ≈ 1, the resulting

bias would be small and only further dampen the effect of investment prices on labor’s

share in either direction. However, if νi and βiP are positively correlated, then our point

estimates are biased towards one. Since most of our estimates put σ slightly below one,

correcting for this bias (if it is there) would further align the cross-country with previous

identification strategies that typically estimate σ < 1, without changing our substantive

conclusion that investment price trends cannot account for the global trend in labor’s

share of income.

21Oberfield and Raval estimate establishment-level elasticities and then aggregate using input-output
tables, so differ substantially from us methodologically. The IMF uses an approach closer to ours, but
omits βiζ , which we discuss in Section 6.2.
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5.4 Further Robustness

We now explore the robustness of our estimates to alternative instruments, measures of

labor’s share, definitions of ζ i, subsamples of countries, and regression methods. The

overwhelming majority of estimates indicate an elasticity near or below one.

We first estimate σ using corporate labor’s share rather than the economy-wide

labor’s share measure from our baseline, the results of which are reported in Table 10.

This alleviates concerns about changes in proprietor’s income, which has been shown

to have large effects on the trend in labor’s share in the U.S. (Elsby, Hobijn and Şahin

(2013)). On the other hand, this reduces our sample size because some countries (mostly

emerging markets) do not have data for corporate labor’s share. Our point estimates

rise slightly on average, to σ̂ = 1.009, but the implied effect of investment prices on

labor’s share is still economically and statistically insignificant.

We next consider an alternative measure of ζ it , since this term required us to assign a

utility function and extra parameter values. We instead proxy for the ratio of marginal

utilities using a measure of the real risk-free interest rate by setting

ζ it =
P i
t−1

P i
t

(1 + rit) + δ − 1, (26)

where 1 + rit ≡ 1
Qit−1

. This definition is agnostic about the utility function of the house-

hold, as well as the discount factor, but still requires a value of δ, which we set at 0.10 as

in the baseline. As reported in Table 11, our point estimates fall under this specification,

especially when using the WDI investment price series, and the average is σ̂ = 0.948.

Estimates of σ using real interest rates imply that the global decline in investment prices

should have increased labor’s share even more than implied by our baseline estimates.

We next estimate σ from alternative cross-sectional samples by varying our exclu-

sion restriction Tmin ∈ {5, 6, ...20}. It is useful to consider the effect of Tmin for both

economic and statistical reasons. Economically, there may be substantial cross-country

heterogeneity in capital-labor substitutability, which would require us to make any state-

ment about the effect of investment prices on labor’s share contingent. Statistically, we

further explore the tradeoff between sample size and data quality, since lower values of

Tmin increase our cross-sectional sample size, but higher values give longer time series to

calculate βiLS, β
i
ζ , and βiP . Figure 4 plots each point estimate and 90% confidence interval

across all of our data sets. Estimates of σ using the PWT’s price series vary only slightly

as we change samples, consistent with a near-constant elasticity of substitution across
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countries, while the WDI-based estimates rise and then fall across samples. Overall, only

6.25% (4 of 64) of point estimates are significantly above one in the statistical sense and

most (43 of 64) are below one in value.

We next estimate our IV model with the rental rate proxy constructed with each

investment price, using the other investment price as an instrument. If the investment

prices represent the same true price plus measurement errors that are orthogonal to

one another and to the transitional term, then this should completely eliminate mea-

surement error. Table 12 presents our estimates using these cross-price instruments, as

well as estimates from our baseline instrumenting strategy (these differ slightly from

Table 6 because we must reconstruct each country’s trend variable using years for which

both prices are available). We make three observations. First, the point estimates from

the cross-price instruments are typically close to our baselines. Second, the cross-price

instrumented estimates move closer to one in some cases, suggesting that the measure-

ment errors are correlated.22 Third, the standard errors grow substantially, so that even

when the point estimates look different with the cross-price instrument, they are sta-

tistically indistinguishable from our baseline estimates at the 10% level (they are also

indistinguishable from one at this level of confidence).

Finally, we consider the effect of outliers on σ̂ by using the robust regression estimator

of Li (2011). Intuitively, this method fits OLS to the data, then weights each observation

as a function of its distance from the OLS line and a user-supplied tuning parameter,

and then estimates a weighted OLS regression. This procedure is iterated upon until

convergence. Robust regression is useful if one believes that the regression errors are

non-normal, but is otherwise less efficient than OLS; the tuning parameter allows the

user to balance this tradeoff. Table 13 compares our baseline estimates of σ to those

from robust regression, using a bold tuning parameter and a conservative one.23 The

average point estimate is essentially identical across procedures and all estimates are

statistically insignificant from one.

In summary, cross-country trends in investment prices and labor’s share suggest that

the elasticity of substitution between capital and labor is less than or equal to one. The

22The investment prices themselves seem to have correlated measurement errors. We have computed
the own-price and cross-price estimates of σ using investment prices alone to proxy for rental rates and
find that σ̂ changes in similar ways to Table 12.

23A lower value of the tuning parameter down-weights outliers more severely and is more likely to
drop observations at early iterations of the algorithm by setting their weight to zero. Our bold tuning
value is the default value implemented by Stata, which is near the lower bound suggested by Goodall
(1983), and the only estimator reported by KN. Our conservative value is the upper bound suggested
by Goodall (1983).
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global decline in labor’s share cannot be accounted for by capital deepening in response

to falling investment goods prices.

6 Comparison With Previous Estimates

Previous cross-country estimates that identify σ from investment price and labor share

trends argue that declining investment prices can account for much of the decline in

labor’s share, either globally or for a subset of countries. We now reconsider these find-

ings using our methodology. Accounting for transitional dynamics brings these previous

estimates much closer to our own. On balance, there is little cross-country evidence for

σ substantially above one.

6.1 Karabarbounis and Neiman, 2014

KN use the same data set and theoretical framework as us, but estimate a much larger

value of σ ≈ 1.26 and conclude that investment prices can account for half of the global

decline in labor’s share since the early 1980s. Our estimation procedure differs from

theirs in three ways. First, our proxy for rental rates includes the transitional term, βiζ .

Second, they report estimates from a robust regression estimator, whereas our baseline

uses linear instrumental variables. Finally, we estimate σ from a larger cross-sectional

data set than KN because we include all countries with time series longer than Tmin = 10,

whereas they require Tmin = 15. We consider the importance of each of these choices.

We first present summary statistics for the KN sample. Table 14 shows that invest-

ment price trends are somewhat less variable for this smaller cross-sectional sample, but

still understate the cross-sectional variation in rental rate trends, even after correcting

for measurement error. Furthermore, the correlation between investment prices and la-

bor’s share is positive in this sample, but still very low. In fact, our preferred rental

rate proxy is actually more positively correlated with labor’s share than are investment

prices alone.

Using a theoretically consistent proxy for rental rates is our most economically im-

portant difference with KN and has large effects on σ̂, which we isolate by estimating

the model with βiζ included, but using the same cross section of countries and the same

robust regression estimator as KN. Specifically, we first estimate KN’s exact specifica-

tion, which we are able to match precisely in the column “KN” in Table 15, the average

of which is σ̂ = 1.26. We then save the weights produced by the robust regression algo-
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rithm and use them to estimate a weighted regression with our interest rate proxy on the

right-hand side, the results of which are listed in column “Include βiζ”.24 The average

estimate falls from σ̂ = 1.26 to 1.11, which means that the effect of investment prices

on labor’s share is reduced by nearly 60%. While the omitted variable bias calculation

is invalid for the robust regression estimator, the reduction in σOM − 1 is in line with

the scaling factor we calculated in Section 5.1.

The choices of estimator and sample selection are also important. The “Own-Price

IV” column of Table 15 reports σ̂ from samples with Tmin = 15 but using the IV

estimator from our baseline rather than the robust regression estimator. This reduces

the average point estimate further to σ̂ = 1.07 and, for the PWT data, reduces the

elasticity to one.25 As we discussed in Section 5.4, the robust regression estimator with

Stata’s default tuning parameter severely down-weights outliers. In the case of the PWT

investment price series, for example, it puts zero weight on three countries, effectively

reducing the cross-sectional sample size. KN’s original rationale for relying exclusively

on this specific robust regression estimator was that their cross-sectional sample size was

small. We therefore find it useful to directly assess the effect of sample size by varying

Tmin.

Our baseline results used a larger cross-sectional sample by setting Tmin = 10, so

within that larger sample we’ve already shown that σ ≈ 1 if estimated with a transition-

consistent proxy for the rental rate and a standard linear regression framework. We

therefore use the robust regression estimator and omit βiζ when estimating σ on this

larger sample, which is shown in column Tmin = 10 of Table 15. The point estimates of

σ are near one, with some above and some below. Economically, these point estimates

imply little to no effect of investment prices on labor’s share. Statistically, they are indis-

tinguishable from one with relatively tight standard errors (smaller than the Tmin = 15

sample used by KN). Finally, since the added countries may have more measurement

error when setting Tmin = 10 instead of 15, we report the same robust regression esti-

mates of the misspecified model with a smaller (but higher-quality) sample in column

24The robust regression estimator would re-weight countries in the specification with βiζ included.
We have kept the weighting matrix constant across these specifications in order to test these difference
between σ̂OM and σ̂. We compute Z-statistics of −1.71,−2.16,−1.43, and −2.37 as we move down the
rows in Table 15. Our rental rate proxy therefore reduces the economic effect of investment prices on
labor’s share, typically with strong statistical significance.

25The column labeled “Cross-Price IV” uses the opposite price as an instrument with the Tmin = 15
sample. As in the Tmin = 10 sample, the point estimates change in a way that is inconsistent with
orthogonal measurement errors since the WDI estimates fall when we instrument with the PWT price.
The standard errors also increase and all point estimates are statistically indistinguishable from one.
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Tmin = 20 and again find estimates close to one (although with larger standard errors

due to the smaller sample).

In summary, KN estimated a large value σ ≈ 1.26 and concluded that capital deepen-

ing due to falling investment prices could therefore account for half of the global decline

in labor’s share. This large estimate is at odds with other identification schemes, as well

as the cross-country estimates of Backus, Henriksen and Storesletten (2008). This dis-

crepancy is due to model specification, the weighted estimator, and an atypical sample.

Changing any one of them brings the cross-country estimates of σ closer to previous

studies (and to our baseline estimates).

6.2 IMF WEO, 2017

The IMF’s World Economic Outlook (2017) find conditional evidence that declining

investment prices reduce labor’s share. Using data from 1992 to 2014, the IMF estimates

that labor’s share falls in response to declining investment prices in developed countries,

although the opposite is true for emerging markets and these two responses offset one

another when developed and emerging market countries are pooled.

The role of investment prices in reducing labor’s share is further limited when we

account for the transitional term. In Table 16 we estimate the IMF’s partial-elasticity

model for each group of countries, but with βiζ included in the proxy for rental rates.26

The column labeled “IMF” in Table 16 shows that the IMF estimates a larger difference

between developed and emerging-market countries than we found in Section 5.2, while

column “IV” of Table 16 shows that the estimates move closer to and are insignificant

from zero if we account for the transitional term, βiζ , as in our baseline (using βiP as

an instrument). Most importantly, we estimate a much lower and insignificant partial

elasticity for developed countries, indicating that even their decline in labor’s share

cannot be accounted for by capital accumulation due to falling investment prices.

7 Conclusion

The aggregate elasticity of substitution between capital and labor is central to under-

standing the effect of capital accumulation on factor shares of income. The global decline

in labor’s share has drawn substantial attention to this parameter – if it is sufficiently

26The IMF’s regression model does not identify σ because they use percentage-point changes in labor’s
share rather than percentage changes, which is why we call their estimates “partial elasticities.”
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above one, then the observed decline in investment prices provides a simple explanation

for the decline in labor’s share. We have shown how to consistently estimate this elastic-

ity by using a theoretically derived proxy for rental rates, which depends on investment

prices as well as consumption growth. Our estimates indicate that σ is near one and, if

anything, below. We conclude that the global decline in labor’s share has occurred for

reasons other than capital deepening in response to declining investment prices.
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8 Tables

8.1 Parameter Values for Simulation

Table 1: Parameter Values

Parameter Value Target

σ 1.01 Illustration

β 0.91 KN (2014)

δ 0.10 KN (2014)

αk 0.35 Capital share 0.34

A 0.81 Normalize Y = 1

θ 1.0 Log utility

ρ 0.5 Speed of price fall

∆∞ −10% Eventual price fall

Notes: Parameter values used to generate sim-

ulated series for investment prices, rental rates,

and factor shares from growth model displayed in

Figures 1 and 2.
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8.2 Comparison of Predicted Global Labor’s Share

Table 2: Comparison of Predicted Global Labor’s Share (1976-2010)

σ Estimate

Data 0.973 1.027

∆LS -0.085 +0.006 -0.005

Share of Data -6.59% +6.41%

Notes: Predictions of labor’s share are generated

at the country level using observed βiP and βiζ , then

aggregated by a GDP-weighted average across coun-

tries. Global labor’s share and investment price are

constructed as GDP-weighted averages across coun-

tries. GDP is measured in U.S. dollars at market

exchange rates. The change in labor’s share is mea-

sured as the difference in the levels of labor’s share

in 2010 and 1976.
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8.3 Variable Construction and Summary Statistics

Table 3: Country List By Minimum Time Series Length

Tmin = 15 Sample Tmin = 10 Added Sample
Developed Emerging Developed Emerging

1. Argentina 27. Slovenia 33. Armenia 59. Chile 65. Burkina Faso
2. Australia 28. Spain 34. Azerbaijan 60. Croatia 66. Egypt
3. Austria 29. Sweden 35. Belarus 61. Cyprus 67. Georgia
4. Bahrain 30. Switzerland 36. Bolivia 62. Greece 68. Guatemala
5. Belgium 31. United Kingdom 37. Brazil 63. Hong Kong 69. India
6. Canada 32. United States 38. China 64. Israel 70. Iran
7. Czech Republic 39. Colombia 71. Jamaica
8. Denmark 40. Costa Rica 72. Lesotho
9. Estonia 41. Kazakhstan 73. Mongolia
10. Finland 42. Kenya 74. Morocco
11. France 43. Kyrgyzstan 75. Panama
12. Germany 44. Macao 76. Papua New Guinea
13. Hungary 45. Mexico 77. Philippines
14. Iceland 46. Moldova 78. Senegal
15. Italy 47. Namibia 79. Serbia
16. Japan 48. Niger 80. Sierra Leone
17. Korea 49. Nigeria 81. Sri Lanka
18. Latvia 50. Peru 82. Sudan
19. Lithuania 51. Romania 83. Tajikistan
20. Luxembourg 52. Slovakia 84. Tanzania
21. Netherlands 53. South Africa 85. Uruguay
22. New Zealand 54. Taiwan 86. Venezuela
23. Norway 55. Thailand
24. Poland 56. Tunisia
25. Portugal 57. Turkey
26. Singapore 58. Ukraine

Notes: List of countries included in the cross-sectional sample used for estimation, based on the
minimum number of years that each price and labor share series is available.
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Table 4: Country-Year Observations

Sample Max Obs. Used Obs. Dropped Obs.

Hybrid, PWT 1575 1548 27 (1.7%)

Hybrid, WDI 1517 1484 33 (2.2%)

Corporate, PWT 961 952 9 (0.9%)

Corporate, WDI 952 941 11 (1.2%)

OECD and UN Data

Hybrid, PWT 1350 1330 20 (1.5%)

Hybrid, WDI 1306 1281 25 (1.9%)

Corporate, PWT 918 909 9 (1.0%)

Corporate, WDI 906 895 11 (1.2%)

Notes: We estimate σ using different panels for labor’s share of income

and investment prices, labeled in the rows above. Our proxy for rental

rates requires us to compute the variable ζit , which may be undefined

for sufficiently low growth rates of aggregate consumption. Column

“Dropped Obs.” displays the number and share of country-year observa-

tions for which our variable ζit is undefined. We drop these country-year

observations when calculating the trends for those countries.
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Table 5: Summary Statistics (Tmin = 10)

βPWT
P βζ βPWT

P + βζ ̂βPWT
P + βζ

Mean -0.46 -0.35 -0.82 -0.82

St. dev. 2.39 3.13 4.97 4.32

ρ(βx, βLS) -0.14 -0.23 -0.21 -0.14

ρ(βx, β
PWT
P ) 1.00 0.62 0.87 1.00

βWDI
P βζ βWDI

P + βζ ̂βWDI
P + βζ

Mean -0.37 -0.39 -0.76 -0.76

St. dev. 2.30 3.99 5.32 3.84

ρ(βx, βLS) -0.001 -0.07 -0.05 -0.001

ρ(βx, β
WDI
P ) 1.00 0.39 0.72 1.00

Notes: Summary statistics for cross-sectional trends in prices

and rental rate trends for PWT and WDI panels. Rows show

mean, cross-sectional standard deviation, and correlations with la-

bor share, and correlation with investment price trends alone.
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8.4 Estimates of σ

All regressions use the left-hand side of Equation 23 as the dependent variable. The

independent variable is either the right-hand side of Equation 23 or, in the case of the

misspecified models, the trend in investment prices alone.

Table 6: Baseline Estimates

Investment Prices σ̂ 90% C.I. Obs

PWT 0.955 [0.899,1.010] 86

WDI 1.000 [0.942,1.058] 85

OECD and UN Data

PWT 0.942 [0.884,1.001] 79

WDI 0.993 [0.947,1.038] 77

Average 0.973

Notes: Column σ̂ displays estimate from

s̄i

1− s̄i
βis = γ + (σ − 1)

(
βiP + βiζ

)
+ εi

with βiP + βiζ instrumented using βiP . Rows correspond

to data set used to compute investment price trends. Top

two rows use baseline hybrid measure of the labor share

and bottom two use OECD/UN labor share series.
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Table 7: Baseline vs. Omitted Variable Specification

Baseline Omitted βiζ

σ̂ 90% C.I. σ̂ 90% C.I. Obs.

PWT 0.955 [0.899,1.010] 0.918 [0.951,1.034] 86

WDI 1.000 [0.942,1.058] 1.000 [0.967,1.040] 85

OECD and UN Data

PWT 0.942 [0.884,1.001] 0.894 [0.959,1.026] 79

WDI 0.993 [0.947,1.038] 0.985 [0.971,1.020] 77

Average 0.973 0.949

Notes: Column σ̂ displays estimate of σ from

s̄i

1− s̄i
βis = γ + (σ − 1)

(
βiP + βiζ

)
+ εi

with βiP +βiζ instrumented with βiP , while column “Omitted βiζ” displays

estimate of σOM from

s̄i

1− s̄i
βis = γ + (σOM − 1)βiP + εi.

Rows correspond to data set used to compute investment price trends.

Top two rows use baseline hybrid measure of the labor share and bottom

two use OECD/UN labor share series. All estimates include all countries

for which investment prices and labor’s share of income are available for

at least Tmin = 10 years.
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Table 8: Comparison of Developed vs. Emerging-Market Economies

Developed Emerging

σ̂ 90% C.I. Obs. σ̂ 90% C.I. Obs.

PWT 1.017 [0.898,1.136] 38 0.939 [0.868,1.010] 48

WDI 0.963 [0.788,1.138] 38 0.997 [0.926,1.068] 47

OECD and UN Data

PWT 1.079 [0.972,1.185] 35 0.925 [0.849,1.001] 44

WDI 1.056 [0.874,1.238] 35 0.990 [0.933,1.046] 42

Average 1.029 0.963

Notes: Column σ̂ displays estimate of σ from

s̄i

1− s̄i
βis = γ + (σ − 1)

(
βiP + βiζ

)
+ εi

with βiP + βiζ instrumented with βiP . Separate regressions estimated for each

subset of countries, developed and emerging-market economies, where developed

is defined by the UN based on its Human Development Index. Rows correspond

to data set used to compute investment price trends. Top two rows use baseline

hybrid measure of the labor share and bottom two use OECD/UN labor share

series. All estimates include all countries for which investment prices and labor’s

share of income are available for at least Tmin = 10 years.
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Table 9: Comparison of OECD vs. Non-OECD

OECD Non-OECD

σ̂ 90% C.I. Obs. σ̂ 90% C.I. Obs.

PWT 1.044 [0.914,1.174] 34 0.939 [0.869,1.008] 52

WDI 0.940 [0.637,1.242] 35 0.996 [0.926,1.067] 50

OECD and UN Data

PWT 1.046 [0.948,1.145] 32 0.924 [0.849,0.999] 47

WDI 1.026 [0.808,1.244] 33 0.989 [0.934,1.045] 44

Average 1.014 0.962

Notes: Column σ̂ displays estimate of σ from

s̄i

1− s̄i
βis = γ + (σ − 1)

(
βiP + βiζ

)
+ εi

with βiP + βiζ instrumented with βiP . Separate regressions estimated for each

subset of countries: those in the OECD and those that are not. Rows correspond

to data set used to compute investment price trends. Top two rows use baseline

hybrid measure of the labor share and bottom two use OECD/UN labor share

series. All estimates include all countries for which investment prices and labor’s

share of income are available for at least Tmin = 10 years.
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Table 10: Corporate Labor’s Share Estimates

Only Corporate LS Baseline

σ̂ 90% C.I. Obs σ̂ 90% C.I. Obs

PWT 1.029 [0.907,1.151] 56 0.955 [0.899, 1.010] 86

WDI 1.003 [0.925,1.082] 57 1.000 [0.942, 1.058] 85

OECD and UN Data

PWT 1.013 [0.911,1.115] 55 0.942 [0.884,1.001] 79

WDI 0.990 [0.917,1.063] 55 0.993 [0.947, 1.038] 77

Average 1.009 1.009

Notes: Column σ̂ displays estimate of σ from

s̄i

1− s̄i
βis = γ + (σ − 1)

(
βiP + βiζ

)
+ εi

with βiP + βiζ instrumented with βiP . Columns under “Only Corporate

LS” use data on corporate labor’s share of income alone, while columns

under “Baseline” use the hybrid measure that substitutes economy-

wide labor share whenever corporate is not available. Rows correspond

to data set used to compute investment price trends. Top two rows

use baseline hybrid measure of the labor share and bottom two use

OECD/UN labor share series. All estimates include all countries for

which investment prices and labor’s share of income are available for

at least Tmin = 10 years.
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Table 11: Baseline vs. Real Interest Rate Specification

Baseline Interest Rate

σ̂ 90% C.I. Obs. σ̂ 90% C.I. Obs.

PWT 0.955 [0.899,1.010] 86 0.970 [0.941,1.000] 71

WDI 1.000 [0.942,1.058] 85 0.925 [0.821,1.030] 69

OECD and UN Data

PWT 0.942 [0.884,1.001] 79 0.964 [0.934,0.994] 65

WDI 0.993 [0.947,1.038] 77 0.933 [0.807,1.059] 62

Average 0.973 0.948

Notes: Column σ̂ displays estimate of σ from

s̄i

1− s̄i
βis = γ + (σ − 1)

(
βiP + βiζ

)
+ εi

using real interest rates to calculate ζit instead of consumption growth, as in the

baseline. We instrument βiP + βiζ with βiP . Rows correspond to data set used to

compute investment price trends. Top two rows use baseline hybrid measure of

the labor share and bottom two use OECD/UN labor share series. All estimates

include all countries for which investment prices and labor’s share of income are

available for at least Tmin = 10 years.
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Table 12: Cross-Series Price IV Estimates

Price IV Price σ̂ 90% Conf. Interval Obs

PWT PWT 0.955 [0.889,1.010] 83

PWT WDI 0.991 [0.889,1.092] 83

WDI WDI 1.000 [0.942,1.058] 83

WDI PWT 0.945 [0.874,1.016] 83

OECD and UN Data

PWT PWT 0.947 [0.891,1.003] 75

PWT WDI 0.974 [0.879,1.070] 75

WDI WDI 0.986 [0.936,1.037] 75

WDI PWT 0.927 [0.847,1.008] 75

Notes: Column σ̂ displays estimate of σ from

s̄i

1− s̄i
βis = γ + (σ − 1)

(
βiP + βiζ

)
+ εi

with βiP + βiζ using the investment price variable listed in col-

umn “Price”, instrumented with the investment price listed in

column “IV Price”. Cross-sectional trends are computed us-

ing only country-years where both PWT and WDI prices are

available and all estimates include all countries for which in-

vestment prices and labor’s share of income are available for at

least Tmin = 10 years.
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Table 13: Baseline vs. Robust Regression

Baseline Bold Conservative

σ̂ 90% C.I. σ̂ 90% C.I. σ̂ 90% C.I. Obs.

PWT 0.955 [0.899,1.010] 0.996 [0.957,1.035] 0.992 [0.951,1.034] 86

WDI 1.000 [0.942,1.058] 1.012 [0.978,1.045] 1.003 [0.967,1.040] 85

OECD and UN Data

PWT 0.942 [0.884,1.001] 0.992 [0.959,1.026] 0.995 [0.958,1.031] 79

WDI 0.993 [0.947,1.038] 0.996 [0.971,1.020] 0.998 [0.972,1.025] 77

Average 0.973 0.999 0.996

Notes: Column σ̂ displays estimate of σ from

s̄i

1− s̄i
βis = γ + (σ − 1)

(
βiP + βiζ

)
+ εi

using our baseline linear IV estimator. The columns “Bold” and “Conservative” estimate σ from the

above equation using robust regression as implemented in Stata, without instrumenting. Robust

regression fits a sequence of weighted regressions to the data, iteratively re-weighting countries

by their distance from the prediction line and dropping countries that are too far from the fitted

relationship. Robust regression requires the user to specify a parameter governing how severely

observations get down-weighted and dropped. The “Bold” columns correspond to heavily down-

weighting outliers while the “Conservative” columns down-weight less. Observations correspond to

Baseline regression, some receive zero weight in the boldly tuned robust regression. Rows correspond

to data set used to compute investment price trends. Top two rows use baseline hybrid measure of

the labor share and bottom two use OECD/UN labor share series. All estimates include all countries

for which investment prices and labor’s share of income are available for at least Tmin = 10 years.
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8.5 Comparison with Previous Research

We compare our estimates of σ with those of KN and the IMF.

Table 14: Summary Statistics, KN Sample

βPWT
P βζ βPWT

P + βζ ̂βPWT
P + βζ

Mean -0.55 -0.28 -0.83 -0.83

St. dev. 1.33 2.05 2.64 1.70

ρ(βx, βLS) 0.02 0.02 0.03 0.02

ρ(βx, β
PWT
P ) 1.00 0.18 0.65 1.00

βWDI
P βζ βWDI

P + βζ ̂βWDI
P + βζ

Mean -0.57 -0.61 -1.19 -1.19

St. dev. 1.39 2.10 2.66 1.67

ρ(βx, βLS) 0.24 0.20 0.28 0.24

ρ(βx, β
WDI
P ) 1.00 0.13 0.63 1.00

Notes: Summary statistics for cross-sectional trends in prices

and rental rate trends for PWT and WDI panels. Rows show

mean, cross-sectional standard deviation, and correlations with

labor share, and correlation with investment price trends alone.

Statistics computed using the sample from KN, which is a subset

of our sample in which all countries have at least Tmin = 15 years

of labor share and investment price data.
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Table 15: Comparison With Karabarbounis & Neiman (2014)

Specification KN βiζ βiζ KN KN βiζ
Estimator Rob. Reg. Rob. Reg. Own-Price IV Rob. Reg. Rob. Reg. Cross-Price IV

Tmin 15 15 15 10 20 15

PWT 1.25† 1.09 1.02 1.03 0.85 1.30

(0.08) (0.04) (0.08) (0.05) (0.17) (0.19)

WDI 1.29† 1.13 1.15 0.99 1.10 1.10

(0.07) (0.04) (0.08) (0.05) (0.19) (0.14)

OECD and UN Data

PWT 1.20† 1.07 0.97 1.04 0.75 1.25

(0.08) (0.04) (0.09) (0.04) (0.19) (0.17)

WDI 1.31† 1.14 1.13 0.97 1.09 1.04

(0.06) (0.03) (0.08) (0.04) (0.34) (0.15)

Average 1.26 1.12 1.07 1.01 0.95 1.17

Notes: Columns σ̂ displays estimate of σ from

s̄i

1− s̄i
βis = γ + (σ − 1)

(
βiP + βiζ

)
+ εi

using different estimators and samples. †The first column replicate’s KN’s estimates using the robust regression

estimator with a bold tuning parameter and omits βiζ when estimating the above equation with a cross-sectional

sample of countries with at least Tmin = 15 years of data. The next column uses the same robust regression

estimator and sample, but now includes βiζ . The third column uses the same sample as the first two, but

estimates the equation using two-stage least squares and instrumenting βiP + βiζ with βiζ . The fourth and fifth

columns estimate the model with robust regression and omitting βiζ , but varying the number of years that

each country must have data in order to be included in the sample. Finally, the sixth column uses the IV

estimator with βiP + βiζ defined using the price series in the row’s title, but using the other investment price

as an instrument.
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Table 16: Comparison: IMF WEO (2017)

IMF IV

Estimate S.E. Estimate S.E.

All -0.02 (0.03) −0.01 (0.02)

Developed 0.08 (0.03) 0.04 (0.03)

Emerging -0.05 (0.04) −0.03 (0.02)

Point estimates are reduced-form partial elasticities.

Notes: Columns labeled “Estimate” display estimates of γ1 from

∆si = γ0 + γ1
(
βiP + βiζ

)
+ εi

where ∆si is the total change in the labor share for country i. The

columns under “IMF” omit βiζ from the above equation, while

the columns under “IV” instrument βiP + βiζ with βiP . Separate

regressions estimated for each subset of countries: developed and

emerging-market economies, where developed is defined by the

UN based on its Human Development Index. Rows correspond

to data set used to compute investment price trends. Top two

rows use baseline hybrid measure of the labor share and bottom

two use OECD/UN labor share series. The sample is identical

to that used by the IMF WEO (2017).
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9 Figures

These figures are referenced in each section.

9.1 Simulation Figures

Figure 1: Transition Path From Simulated Growth Model
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Notes: Simulated time series of capital’s share of income (“KS”), investment prices (“P”), transitional
term ζt, and aggregate consumption. Each series is relative to initial steady state and plotted for first
twenty years of transition to a new steady state in which Pt is 10% lower than initial value.
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Figure 2: Upward Bias in Estimating σ From Simulated Data
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Notes: Upward bias from calculating σ using the simulated series in Figure 1, with and without including
the ζ term. Horizontal axis corresponds to first year of observation along transition path used to
calculate the trend in each variable (β1−s, βP , βζ). Red hashed line displays σ̂o = 1− β1−s

βP
. Blue solid

line displays σ̂e = 1− β1−s
βP+βζ

.
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9.2 Counterfactual Figures

This figure shows the global changes in labor’s share and investment prices as well as

the predicted values.

Figure 3: Comparison of Predicted Global Labor’s Share

Notes: Displays empirical series for average global investment prices (lowest curve) and labor’s share
of income (curve above investment prices). Top two lines display predicted labor share series for both
the average point estimates from our baseline regression (σ = 0.973) and the average upper bound of
the 90% confidence intervals (σ = 1.027). Predicted series are constructed by multiplying the change
in investment prices for each country by σ̂− 1, taking the GDP-weighted average across countries, and
then summing the resulting series to get total changes in the level of labor’s share. The initial level for
each predicted series is normalized to the empirical value.
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9.3 Point Estimates by Inclusion Threshold

Figure 4: Estimates by Exclusion Criteria, Tmin

(a) PWT (b) WDI†

(c) PWT, OECD-UN† (d) WDI, OECD-UN

Notes: Point estimates and 90% confidence intervals for σ estimated from

s̄i

1− s̄i
βis = γ + (σ − 1)

(
βiP + βiζ

)
+ εi

with βiP + βiζ instrumented by βiP . Horizontal axis displays exclusion threshold, Tmin, used to construct sample:

countries with fewer than Tmin years of data are dropped in each estimation.
†

Point estimates outside of the range [0.5, 1.5] but with standard errors greater than 0.5 are excluded to preserve

scale.
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A Estimating σ with Markups

This appendix is an extended robustness exercise to allow for market imperfections.

A.1 Extending the Model

We introduce exogenous, time-varying markups to the growth model by assuming that

aggregate’s profits are given by:

µitY
i
t − witN i

t −Ri
tK

i
t (27)

Where µit is the markup. These profits are then lump-sum rebated to households. The

equilibrium is therefore as before, except that factor shares are given by:

µitLS
i
t = (1− αk)(Y i

t )
1−σ
σ (28)

µitKS
i
t = αk

(
Y i
t

Ki
t

) 1
σ

(29)

PSit = 1− LSit −KSit = 1− 1

µit
(30)

Where the final equation defines profit’s share of income. Notice that we are still as-

suming that labor is inelastically supplied, although this has no effect on our analysis.

A.2 Empirical Model

We first write capital’s share to get a log-linear regression equation:

1− µitsit = (αik)
σ

(
Ait
µitR

i
t

)σ−1
(31)

Taking the log difference from t to t+ 1, assuming constant Ai, substituting for R, and

approximating log(1− µit+1s
i
t+1) around µit+1 = muit and sit+1 = sit yields the estimating

equation:
µisi

1− µisi

(
βis + βiµ

)
= cons + (σ − 1)

(
βiµ + βiP + βiζ

)
+ νi (32)

If we had time series for markups then we could estimate this model. We construct

the average growth in markups in two stages. First we calculate the average level of

markups and capital’s share and then we impute the trend in these two variables using
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observable investment rates.

In order to calculate the averages, we will use the fact that capital’s share can be

written in terms of investment when the economy is in steady state as

RiKi

Y i
=
P iX i

Y i

( 1
β

+ δ − 1

δ

)
. (33)

So, by assigning values to β and δ and identifying the steady state as the average over

of a variable, we know the capital’s share for each country from

KS
i

=

(
P iX i

Y i

)( 1
β

+ δ − 1

δ

)
. (34)

Labor’s share is taken from the original data, so we can compute average markup from

µi =

(
KS

i
+ LS

i
)−1

. (35)

This is still not enough to estimate σ; we need information on the average growth rate

or trend in capital’s share. We therefore consider an imputation proposed by KN, in

which the trend in the capital’s share is equated to the observed trend in the investment

rate. That is, we will impute:

βiKS = βiIR (36)

Where IRi
t =

P itX
i
t

Y it
. This imputation may introduce substantial errors along a transition

path, because the investment rate is not always monotonic, whereas capital’s share is.

With this caveat in mind, we can now compute

µit =
1

LSit +KSit
. (37)

We then take the log differences of each side:

∆ log µit+1 = −∆ log
(
LSit+1 +KSit+1

)
(38)

We then approximate the right-hand side around LSit+1 = LSit and KSit+1 = KSit :

∆ log µt+1 ≈ −
(

LSit
LSit +KSit

∆ logLSit+1 +
KSit

LSit +KSit
∆ logKSit+1

)
(39)
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And finally we replace levels with their averages and log differences with trends to get

the imputed growth in the markup:

βiµ ≈ −
[

LSi

LSi +KSi
βiLS +

LSi

LSi +KSi
βiKS

]
(40)

This allows us to estimate σ from Equation 32.

A.3 Estimation Results

We present our estimation results in Table 17 for the four basic data sources and each ex-

clusion restriction. We estimate only σ̂ with robust regression because imputing markups

introduces some extreme outliers. The estimates with markups are near one and most

are below, with only one estimate significantly above one. The average across all esti-

mates is σ̂ = 0.983, which implies that investment prices cannot account for the global

decline in labor’s share.
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Table 17: Model with Markups Estimates

Hybrid, PWT Exact
σ̂ 90% Conf. Interval Obs.

Tmin = 10 1.031 [0.976,1.086] 80
Tmin = 15 0.918 [0.852,0.984] 57
Corporate, PWT
Tmin = 10 0.972 [0.905,1.038] 55
Tmin = 15 0.909 [0.836,0.982] 40
Hybrid, WDI
Tmin = 10 1.056 [1.012,1.100] 81
Tmin = 15 1.017 [0.935,1.099] 54
Corporate, WDI
Tmin = 10 0.990 [0.921,1.058] 52
Tmin = 15 0.969 [0.875,1.063] 38
Average 0.983
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